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Flow-structure interaction problems, involving the
coupling of unsteady fluid flow and structure motion have
attracted more and more interest of the computational
mechanics. To support the ongoing development of coupling
strategies for fluid-structure interaction numerical
simulations basic experimental investigation on reference
fluid-structure interaction test cases are of major importance.
This demand has triggered the present study to perform a
detailed experimental study on the self-excited periodic
swiveling motion of two-dimensional flexible structures
driven by a constant velocity incoming flow.
The investigation of the present contribution was
centered on relatively simple two-dimensional structures
constituted by a thin flexible metal sheet attached to a front
free rotating rigid body. Both bluff and slender front bodies
were considered in the study. The first period of the present
research was focused on laminar fluid-structure interaction
problems. During this period the majority of the tests were
performed in high viscous fluids to maintain the Reynolds
number of the tests as low as approximately 150. In the
following period the project dealt with turbulent interaction
test cases in water flows with Reynolds numbers up to
20000.
From the experimental view point, investigations on
these coupled problems require specially adapted test rigs
and measurement techniques to obtain accurate time-phase
resolved results. During the present study a new
experimental facility to be operated with high viscous fluids
was build exclusively to cover the required Reynolds
number range. The constructed facility is a vertical closed
circuit tunnel powered by a 24kW axial propeller pump. Its
was designed to have a kinematic viscosity operation range
from 1×10-6 m2/s up to 5×10-4 m2/s. The facility is capable to
maintain a constant maximum flow velocity in the test
section of about 4,5 m/s and 2,7 m/s, when operated with
water as working fluid or a 0,000164 m2/s kinematic
viscosity liquid fluid, respectively.
The measurements were performed using a particle
image velocimetry (PIV) system specially adapted to carry
out time-phase resolved measurements and aimed both the
fluid velocity and structure deflection. The system consisted
of two synchronized cameras and multi pulsed laser sources.
Using such an arrangement it was possible to characterize
the flow velocity field surrounding the flexible structure on
an extended 272 mm × 170 mm flow field area.
To make the reconstruction of the unsteady periodic
time-phase resolved measurements reliable and extremely
accurate independently from the nature of the structure
motion a time-phase detector module was specially designed

to perform the event monitoring and integrated in the PIV
system.
As far as the structure deflection modes identification is
concerned the PIV system was modified to provide it with
structure deflection analysis capability.
These improvements in the measuring system made
possible the characterization of the flow velocity field as
well as the deflection of the structure over an entire period
of the motion. The latest results were used to evaluate the
relevant deflection modes of the structure.
The systematic experimental investigation carried out on
the high viscous flows dedicated test rig has resulted in the
compilation of a detailed data base on fluid-structure
interaction. The data covers a spectrum of parameters which
involves the fluid viscosity (Reynolds number), the
incoming velocity conditions and the geometry and
mechanical parameters of the structure. The results serve not
only the validation and diagnostic proposes of numerical
research groups but also contribute to a better understanding
of the self-excited fluid-structure motion mechanisms and
the role of the different physical parameters in the
phenomena.

Fig. 1. Time-phase resolved combined flow velocity field /
structure deflection result for a time-phase angle equal to
60º.
In the present contribution examples of results from
measurements in laminar flows are presented. The tests were
performed at 1,45 m/s in a high viscous fluid (kinematic
viscosity: 0,000164 m2/s; density: 1050 kg/m3). The
measurements were reconstructed with a time-phase
resolution of 2,5º and includes the detailed characterization
of the position of structure was well as the flow velocity
field within the reference coupled swiveling periodic motion
period.
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